
Warpstock 2012 Sessions

Session Title / Presenter Notes

Virtualization

Chuck McKinnis

mckinnis@sandia.net

Hardware continues to advance, and it is becoming harder and

harder to keep eCS up-to-date in support of these changes.

Running eCS under Windows and/or Linux virtual support is

becoming more and more viable as an alternative. This

overview and update on virtualization will look at the current

state of virtualization.

Wireless Networking

Lewis Rosenthal

lgrosenthal@2rosenthals.com

This session will deal with the recent updates to the WPA

Supplicant port available for eCS and OS/2, including how to

update the older build included with XWLAN, running the

supplicant from XWLAN, the command line, or from the Qt

GUI, as well as interpreting some of the log file to determine

what might not be working quite right.

Network troubleshooting tools

workshop

Lewis Rosenthal

lgrosenthal@2rosenthals.com

Using RPM/YUM

Neil Waldhauer

neil@blondeguy.com

Many new software products for eComStation use RPM/YUM

for distribution and installation. This presentation shows how

to get started and use RPM/YUM.

OpenOffice workshop

John W. Edwards

jedwards@sentex.net

John will provide assistance on OpenOffice. Bring questions

on any aspect of OpenOffice on eCS.

How to install / use Gimp

Stuart Updike

stuupdike@mindspring.com

Stuart Updike will walk you through the installation and some

elementary operations.

GIMP is the GNU Image Manipulation Program. It is a freely

distributed piece of software for such tasks as photo

retouching, image composition and image authoring. More

information about Gimp can be found at www.gimp.org.

There is an OS/2 compatible version available, 

but it requires an X11 server to provide display functions.

There are several different ReadMe files with conflicting 

or incomplete information.

Demo of new Apps

Eugene Gorbunoff

eg@ecomstation.ru

withdrawn
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User Interface improvements

Eugene Gorbunoff

eg@ecomstation.ru

withdrawn

From Berners-Lee to Webkit; an

OS/2 View of the Web

Steve Wendt

os2warp@att.net

OS/2 browser expert Mike Kaply gave a presentation on

Warpzilla at Warpstock 2005.  While no one knows the IBM

side of that history better than Mike, we will take a look at

some of the non-IBM history, as well as what has happened in

the years since then.  We will explore some of the recent

developments in the browser space, and the current and future

state of browsers on our platform.

eComStation

Roderick Klein

RWKlein@mensys.nl

Comments on the state of the operating system (via Skype) 

Troubleshooting eComStation

Steven Levine

steve53@earthlink.net

ACPI Project for eComStation

David Azarewicz

david@88watts.net

This presentation will give you an understanding of the big

picture as related to the ACPI PSD and related software

modules.  You will learn what is inside the PSD, how it 

works, and what it can and cannot do. Also covered are some

of the tools for accessing ACPI from applications as well as

advice on handling some of the common issues that people

have when using the ACPI Project software.
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